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NEW BOOK. Thoughtful theatrical philosophical essays on portraying
drunkenness, seduction - and motherhood
The book contains four theatrical philosophical essays about four of
the Golden Age's most beloved actors, namely - as it appears from the
front page of the book - a woman and three men: Anna Nielsen,
Joachim Ludvig Phister, Christen Niemann Rosenkilde and Jørgen
Christian Hansen. In the four theatrical philosophical essays, Søren
Kierkegaard philosophizes about the four actors' abilities to portray a
mature woman, portray a branded person and portray a seducer,
respectively.
In Søren Kierkegaard's essay on the actress Anna Nielsen, he praises
her ability to portray the mature woman. The actor Joachim Ludvig
Phister praises him for his ability to portray a branded in a song piece.
Drunk is also the theme of Kierkegaard's essay on the actor Christen
Niemann Rosenkilde, which he praises for his ability to portray being
drunk. In the last of the four essays, Kierkegaard praises the opera
singer, baritone Jørgen Christian Hansen for his ability to interpret the
lyrics to the peasant girl Zerlina's meeting with him in the role of the
seducer Don Juan in Mozart's opera "Don Giovanni".
Søren Kierkegaard's four theatrical philosophical essays have been
textually changed to modern Danish by author and philosopher,
mag.art. Jens Staubrand, who has also selected the book's pictures and
written the comments to them. It is the publisher's hope that the book's
pictures and their texts give the reader a richer experience than if one
had only the bare text.
SØREN KIERKEGAARD Teaterfilosofiske essays [Theater
philosophical essays - the book is in Danish] I. Anna Nielsen. II.
Joachim Ludvig Phister, III. Christen Niemann Rosenkilde, IV. Jørgen
Christian Hansen. ISBN 9788792510594, guide price: 225 DKK
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